
Community Coffee Recap 
March 3, 2020 

 
Pawsitivity Story - The purpose of a Pawsitivity Story is to share something positive. The school is 
promoting “Pawsitivity” with staff, students and the community. 

● Cub Scout Pack 156 held their Pinewood Derby at the school and it was a lot of fun! 
● Mrs. McCarthy did a fantastic job with our young stars in the PTO Variety show! 
● Mr. Crylen is doing an amazing job, the concerts were awesome! 
● Kudos to the 3rd & 5th grade musical students and Mrs. Spella for a wonderful performance! 
● Thanks to Mrs. Motl for making a positive connection with postcards to students! 

 
This Community Coffee was an open discussion: 
Dr. Bute noted that some topics/questions can be responded to during the community coffee while other 
topics may need to be researched and responded to at a later date. Responses in green below indicate 
either a response provided during the coffee or after review or reflection. 
 
Lunch/Recess - There was discussion regarding the procedures, policies, and future plans for lunch and 
recess. Some of the concerns that were addressed during the sessions: wearing outerwear to eat lunch, 
recess limitations on the playground, snow restrictions, indoor recess, and low number of supervisors. We 
are planning to make adjustments next year. The schedule for next year is a work in progress, 
tentatively, lunch periods will be scheduled with Jr. High students (6th-8th) eating first, followed by 
two Elementary grade levels each period thereafter. We are looking for additional 
lunchroom/recess supervisors to help monitor these areas. 
 
Classroom Communication - Communication is better, but could still be improved upon. Parents feel 
there is a lack of information coming from administration as well as from the classroom. They would also 
like teachers to utilize one communication app for the entire school. Communication is something we 
will continue to work and improve upon. Next year the entire school will use one “app” for 
communication with parents. Ms. Maggiore did survey the teachers earlier this year regarding the 
various communication apps being used. 
 
Calendar for 2020-2021 - The parent/teacher conference date is set for after the first trimester. Is too 
long of a time frame from the start of school? There is only one parent/teacher conference date which 
makes it difficult to schedule for both schools and/or multiple children. There was also a long wait time to 
visit with Jr. High teachers this year. Parent/Teacher conference dates have varied over the years. We 
looked at multiple options for 2020-21 and this was the most popular. We will encourage all 
parents/guardians to reach out to their child’s teacher if they would like to meet and/or discuss a 
child prior to the scheduled Parent/Teacher conference date. 
 
Staffing/Scheduling for next year - There were inquiries into anticipated staffing needs and class 
scheduling for next year. Administration completed a Program Evaluation that identified further 
staffing needs for our children to ensure that students continue to strive for excellence in an 
increasingly competitive world. We are currently posting for those positions. Administration and 
teachers have worked together to come up with scheduling solutions beneficial to our students and 
staff. Are the schedules for music and PE adjusted for the following year or will they be “doubled up”? 
One of our new staff hires will be a Physical Education teacher, this will allow two classes to be 
conducted in the elementary gym divided by the curtain or sharing space with two (2) teachers, one 
(1) teacher for each class. The schedules both for the Jr. High and Elementary schools are still in 
the draft form. At this time, Elementary music has one class that is doubled up four (4) days a 
week. The Jr. High music/band schedule may have an additional period dedicated to music 
curriculum.  
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Homework - This topic was brought up with opposing views. It was thought more homework (not a lot) 
was necessary to reinforce what is learned in the classroom and the other view was that no homework was 
better. 
 
Curriculum - On the topic of writing, you need to learn how to write, put a cohesive thought together, 
use proper punctuation, capitalization and learn how to proofread. The students also need to know how to 
spell, we no longer have spelling tests. Writing is a skill that is learned over time, we use a scaffolded 
approach that builds on skills over time. The District has been doing very well in the English 
Language Arts/Literature testing.  In regards to Math, the new math programs (Common Core) don’t 
allow the parents to help with homework, without using outside resources. Our math curriculum is 
under review. We are piloting three new programs.  
 
Grading/Placement - Rubrics being used are difficult to understand, can’t get a read on how their kiddos 
are doing. Grading policies in the Jr. High? Parents would like more information for fifth grade students 
going to sixth grade: what the expectations are for the child, more detailed information for placement in 
classes, ways to make them more comfortable with the transition to Jr. High. Placement in the different 
level classes in Jr. High, this should be available to all parents on the website. MAP testing should not be 
the only basis for placement into these classes. The MAP assessment is the only consistent assessment 
district-wide assessment at PG. We would utilize the state assessments, but they have changed 
multiple times over the recent years and unfortunately, do not provide consistent information. 
There is an acceleration policy in place, for parents/students to utilize if they feel they should be 
placed differently. Please see the website under Documents/Parent resources for further 
information. The Math Pathways document will include a narrative to provide greater clarity to 
how the students are placed into math courses in sixth grade. Please contact JH Principal, Mrs. 
Motl, if you have specific student concerns. 
 
Pawsitivity - Need more positive actions: District should share more positive information, share the rave 
reviews, possible postcards available for parents to fill out in the office, postcards for kids to fill out, 
change party days to “kindness” day, have grade level buddies, more shoutouts of good things happening. 
These were a few ideas that were tossed about. 
 
PTO - The PTO is interested in investing in a better sound system in the MPR. Dr. Bute provided 
information to the PTO today to get started. PTO is also seeking more involvement from parents and staff. 
 
Summer Projects/Construction - What are the summer projects and is it possible to paint the elementary 
gym? This summer the construction under consideration is replacing the roof top units in the Jr. 
High, the boilers in the Elementary and the brick on the front of the building and the 1959-60 
section of the building. The elementary gym paint project is a general maintenance item and not a 
part of the summer construction efforts. 
 
Water - Have heard that the water is the Jr. High has a salty taste. 
 
Parties - Participants expressed a desire to change the food policy for parties. Food is associated with 
celebrations and it can be a learning opportunity. There are some parties that serve food. We are now 
cooking and eating food in the Family and Consumer Science class. Is there any way to change this 
policy? Children are provided a frozen treat during class parties. Parents are present for parties in 
the Early Childhood classes and can advocate for their child concerning any known allergens. 
 
Oakwood Hills - Community members from Oakwood Hills updated us on a vote that will take place on 
March 17th to dissolve the Village of Oakwood Hills. Residents indicated the Village will no longer exist. 
No Police. No beaches. No parks. Residents also believe the Power Plant discussions will re emerge if 
there are no Village or Village ordinances in place.  
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Opportunity - An idea was given to offer a PE club in the mornings before school. It would run two 
weeks on and two weeks off, there would be a charge for it, and it would include specific grades which 
would change with each session. 
 
Surveys - Discussed past surveys regarding parent/teacher conferences and current on-line surveys.  
 
Student Information Data Change - We are currently in the process and will move to Skyward for 
the student data management in 2020-2021. Parents/guardians will be provided with family access 
information prior to student registration this summer. 
 
Community Coffee is a forum to discuss general ideas/issues/concerns, etc. and not for concerns 
about specific children or staff members. Serious time and consideration are devoted to the topics 
discussed during and after these sessions. Open communication is available to you with all staff, 
teachers and administration, during the year to discuss specific issues as they arise. 
 
 
Thank you for attending. The next Community Coffee is scheduled for April 15, 2020 at noon and 7:00 
pm.  
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